UNDERGROUND FEED

PAD MT 5WSB-22-1

SUN VALLEY ELECTRIC MFG., INC.

1334 N. 21 ST. AVE. PHX AZ 85009

602-258-6499 FAX 602-254-6923

DATE:

UTILITY:

AC: 100VAC

VOLTAGE: 120/240V 1PH/3W

SURFACE: #0 TYPE: P.O. NUMBER:

CONTRACTOR:

ANSLI 61 LIGHT GRY POWDER COATED FINISH

UL LISTED DEAFIENT SWITCHBOARD E84151

*ALUMINIUM BUS WITH ALSTAN 60 PLATING

*ANSLI 3R RATED UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

+LEAD WIRE TO JUNCTION BOX

UNDERGROUND Pull Sections may be field installed either Left or Right